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existent5 (Sadekameva) is differentiated as so many things undergoing
production, destruction and the like-changes, like an actor on the
stage/
Shankar calls Avidyd the primeval natural nescience, which
has its use for our limited aims and ends in practical life.2 Consisting
in the notion of  variety involving actions means and ends,
it is always present in the Self (dtman) in the following form :
" Mine is action. I, the agent, will do such. an action, for such
and such a result." This amdyd has been active since time
immemorial^.
The unmanifested Brahma is assumed to contain avidyd within it
as its limiting adjunct, giving rise to th-e notion of Mdyd, of a personal
God,'i and of Samsdra as the result of their joint activity.5
It is obvious that amdyd, in the above passages, is likened to Mdyd.
All objects in the creation are projected by the power of illusion in
the Atman. This power of dtman is called amdyd; all objects are
evolved from it and are, therefore, from a philosophic point of view,
unreal.6
As in the case of Mdyd, so here, questions are asked whether this
Amdyd (Nescience) is a product and if so, how it is caused ? If a
product, what is its cause ? Certainly, not the Absolute Brahma
T Shankar's Gloss on Bhag. Git.	conscious'less vouches for as some-
XVIII, 48:—"	thing? which, while depending on the
l< €^ ^S am^T ^Tf^R^TK^:	existence of the inward Self, hides and
^ "^ „„ " • ^' ^ *	obscures the intelligence and bliss of
ST2^3TTO=TT TW^qTT	the Self. Were we to deny this, we
a Shankar's Gloss on Ved. Sutr III,	should have to deny the inward Self as
2, 15 ; S. B. E. Vol. 38, p. 156:—	well," (Vivamna ^yrameya Sangmha).
(—._,. _., _ ^_, -„??,,„•. f~ „- —	As to why amdyd is immemorial,
^cqr ^ ^ <TOTWTr ^mW ^-	see ibid. p. 76, and p. 153 for
^oq-^r^^: '	^y avidyd is a positive entifcy. As
3 Shankar's Gloss on Bhag Git.	to how am'^ abides in the Self. ibid.
XVIII, 66:—	PP- 7^ ^^ ^ 36^ 386-
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